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rapid prototyping

Office-friendly rapid prototyping options
3D SYSTEMS

3D SYSTEMS

SOLIDSCAPE

SOLIDSCAPE

Product

InVision

ThermoJet

Model Maker II

Pattern Master

Phone number
Web site

888.337.9786

888.337.9786

603.429.9700

603.429.9700

www.3dsystems.com

www.3dsystems.com

www.solid-scape.com

www.solid-scape.com

Cost (base)
Technology

Not available
Jet (model material)

$49,995
Jet (model material)

$66,900
Jet (model material)

$76,900
Jet (model material)

0.0381 estimated
0.0015 estimated

0.04
0.0016

0.013–0.076
0.0005–0.003

0.013–0.076
0.0005–0.003

300  185  203
12  7.3  8
Acrylic photopolymerbased blend for model;
wax for supports
High-quality surface
finish; durable models;
for form and some fit.

250  190  200
10  7.5  7.9
ThermoJet 2000, 88

305  152  216
12  6  8.5
Thermoplastic

305  152  216
12  6  8.5
Thermoplastic

Three colors available;
detail; speed.

Superior accuracy;
surface finish.

Accuracy; surface finish;
adjustable build
parameters.

Less durable than
InVision material.

Build speed; brittle
model material.

Same as Model Maker II.

Layer thickness
Millimeters (mm)
Inches ()
Maximum part size
Millimeters (mm)
Inches ()
Material(s)

Advantages

Limitations

No colors available.

Dimension 3D printer (figure 10). “Stratasys just released
the Dimension to quickly create usable, functional models
at the engineer’s desk,” said Mike Ontiveros of CAD/CAM
Systems, a Stratasys reseller. “Confidentiality is of great
concern, and the Dimension will keep intellectual property
(design and mechanical technology) in house.”
This machine is very office-friendly. It uses a standard
110V AC power connection, is easy to network, and notifies you via e-mail, pager, or the Web when it completes a
part. The material cartridges plug in much like toner cartridges—no chemicals, powders, or fumes.
With a base price of $29,900, it’s currently the least
expensive machine on the market, even with the optional
annual maintenance plan (10% of price), although not by
much. The Dimension is based on the proven technology
found in the larger FDM (fused deposition modeling)
machines that Stratasys makes.
The Dimension offers only one material choice, an ABS
plastic with a tensile strength of 5,000psi. This is equal to
or better than some other grades of commercially available
ABS. Because of rapid prototyping build characteristics,
the parts may be weaker in the x,y plane. This material produces very functional parts that can even be melted, if necessary, for shape or snap-fit tweaks. A fairly detailed pagersized part we saw took about 1.5 hours to build with a
material cost of about $7.
Material cartridges contain an EPROM chip that tracks
used and unused material to confirm that the necessary
material for the part volume is available before the Dimen-
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Figure 10. The Dimension printer uses two self-loading cartridges for the model and support materials.
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STRATASYS

STRATASYS

STRATASYS

Z CORP.

Z CORP.

Z CORP.

Dimension

Prodigy Plus

FDM Titan

Z400

Z406

Z810

888.480.3548

888.480.3548

888.480.3548

781.852.5005

781.852.5005

781.852.5005

www.Dimension
Printing.com

www.stratasys.com

www.stratasys.com

www.zcorp.com

www.zcorp.com

www.zcorp.com

$29,900
N/A

$65,000
FDM

$190,000
FDM

$33,500
Jet (binder onto
powder)

$66,500
Jet (binder onto
powder)

$175,000
Jet (binder onto
powder)

0.25–0.33
0.010–0.013

0.18–0.33
0.007–0.013

0.18–0.25
0.007–0.010

0.076–0.254
0.003–0.010

0.076–0.254
0.003–0.010

0.076–0.254
0.003–0.010

203  203  305
8  8  12
ABS

203  203  305
8  8  12
ABS

355  406  406
14  16  16
ABS, polycarbonate,
polyphenylsulphone

203  254  203
8  10  8
Starch, plaster

203  254  203
8  10  8
Starch, plaster

500  600  400
20  24  16
Starch, plaster

Functional parts
with snap fits;
standard and
custom colors
Manual support
removal; poor
surface finish in
some cases.

Same as Dimension,
but higher resolution
and soluble support
removal.
One material choice.

Superior strength
characteristics; good
resolution; three
material choices.
Soluble support
material removal
not yet available.

Fast build times;
choice of materials
and infiltration.

Same as Z400;
print in millions
of colors.

Manual support powder
removal.

Same as Z400.

Same as Z400;
print in millions of
colors; large part
capacity.
Same as Z400.

sion builds the model. You can switch cartridges midway
through part building, if necessary. You can also pause the
job to switch cartridge colors.
Dimension automatically builds breakaway supports.
You must remove the supports by hand after the part is
built. Cleanup involves a minimal amount of mess that is
more office-friendly than that left by the powder used by
some systems.
The setup software for Windows is easy to use. Another
program in the machine handles status and administration
of the part. Setup parameters include:
• Part orientation
• Slice thickness
• Part build type (solid, thin-walled, thick-walled)
• Support type (dense, sparse)
• Preview build paths
• Finished part notification options
Stratasys sells its rapid prototyping machines through
resellers in the United States and directly abroad.
Z CORP.
“The earlier in the design process you can build concept
models, the earlier you can resolve problems and issues,”
explained rapid prototyping reseller Mark Kemper of EMS
USA. “Companies in the past would build concept models
only near the end of the design cycle because of the time
and cost of either using an outside service bureau or buying their own equipment. When the average part takes ten
hours to build and costs $1,000 or more, how many would
cadalyst

you build? When a part takes three hours to build and
costs $20, you can afford to do many more models and do
them earlier in the process.
“With Z Corp.’s full 3D color capabilities,” he added,
“users can analyze engineering data such as CFD, FEA,
mold flow, and other analysis results right on their model.”
See figures 11 and 12 (p. 34) for examples.
Z Corp. earned its strong reputation as a leader in the
3D printer market. The company claims to have the fastest
3D printers in the world with the capability to produce a
handheld part in less than an hour. They were also the first
to provide full-color models. Color information displayed in
software analysis packages is passed via VRML files to
complement the STL file used for geometry.
Z Corp. attributes its relatively low product prices to
using off-the-shelf components. These machines also have
low operating costs. The company offers three different
models for $33,500, $66,500, and $175,000. The first two
are the size of an office copier and connect to computers
via a serial port.
Figure 11. The cell phone
analysis was performed with
Moldflow software, then
molten plastic flow characteristics were transferred to a Z
Corp. rapid prototyping system via a VRML file. Image
courtesy of EMS.
www.cadalyst.com
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